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<td>Abstract</td>
<td>The area alongside the Gunung Sari Channel has an important meaning to the development of Surabaya City. The rising development in this area which causes the increase of flood events induces negative impacts on the growth of Surabaya City. The flood management plan in Gunung Sari Channel has been conducted by Brantas Project since 1988. This project was reviewed in 1993 and 1999. This research was conducted to analyze the performance of flood management plan by Brantas Project. It was constructively done by HEC-FDA Software which can develop risk analysis by including economic consideration. Hydro-Economy approach integrated with the HEC-FDA analysis can yield the indicator of flood management plan performance in the form of total cost and risk cost (Expected Annual Damage/EAD). The best total cost yielded from the analysis was Rp. 893,692,230, while the risk cost was Rp. 384,238,410/year. It is expected that this research result can used for achieving best performance for floods management in Gunung Sari Channel.</td>
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From here you can start to begin reviewing the manuscript.

First, you need to respond if you will do the review or not by clicking the link down below, it will send an email to the Editor about your responses.

**Review Steps**

1. Notify the submission's editor as to whether you will undertake the review.
   - Response: **Will do the review** [ ] **Unable to do the review** [ ]

2. If you are going to do the review, consult Reviewer Guidelines below.

3. Click on file names to download and review (on screen or by printing) the file. Submission will be made available, if and when reviewer agrees to undertake.
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You can read the Reviewer Guidelines on below section

If you agrees to undertake review, you will able to download the manuscript files, just click on the file link name.

Review Steps

1. Notify the submission’s editor as to whether you will undertake the review.
   Response   Accepted

2. If you are going to do the review, consult Reviewer Guidelines below.

3. Click on file names to download and review (on screen or by printing) the files associated with this submission.
   Submission Manuscript
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Move to the next steps, after you read the manuscript you can begin to start scoring by clicking “Review Form”. It will bring you to the Review Form page.
On the review form, you can start scoring the manuscript. There is a list of question that can be filled by value (1-5) to determine on your review about the manuscript. After fill all the question, click save button down below to move for the next steps.
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- You can upload files for the editor or author to consult down below (additional)
- After complete all the steps, enter your recommendation about the manuscript, then click submit to end the review
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